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Billy Foundation Board of Directors

Meeting Minutes

Sunday, July 20, 2008

Location: at the home of Marcus Borgman

2515 Westberry Road, Santa Rosa, California

Board members present: Peter Deutsch, Mark Hoffheimer, Paul Mueller, Steve Rockwell;

absent: Bill Blackburn, Jim Gilson ("present" briefly by phone but unable to participate because of poor 

phone audio quality), Jim Hughson
Staff present: Marcus Borgman

Guests: Joe Mortz

Note: Bold text indicates consensus agreement

          Bold italics indicates specific person(s) charged with task to accomplish

Board President Mark Hoffheimer called the meeting to order at 1:09 pm.

I. Introductory Items

1. Welcome / Check-In: Joe Mortz just moved from San Diego to Ukiah, was Marcus's work supervisor 

30 years ago (!).

2. Personal Announcements: Marcus's "arm exploded" from RSI last week. Steve had 30 people for the 

Pachamama presentation at his place, is considering doing another one at the Billy Office. Paul had a 
hard month of firefighting at his property near Greenfield, eventually assisted by the CDF; Paul is helping 
raise money to support a now-forming local volunteer fire department. Mark may miss the August Board 
meeting, which was scheduled for San Francisco, and requests moving it to Ukiah (also helpful because it 
will be Paul's last meeting as Treasurer), with the September meeting in San Francisco instead. 

Consensed: August meeting in Ukiah, September in San Francisco.

3. Working Agreements: Skipped by (informal) consensus in the interest of saving time. Marcus will  

reprint the Working Agreements to include the minor change that was approved in June.

4. Agenda Revisions: Swap items II.1 (Financial Status & Attendance) and II.2 (Community Meeting 4 

July - Highlights), because the latter has some good background for the former. Add "Treasurer position 
status" between II.3 and II.4.

5a. Approval of June 15, 2008 minutes: We were unable to approve the June minutes because only 2 of 

the 5 Board members who had attended the June meeting were present. We'll try again in August.

5b. Approval of minutes for June 28 phone conference: No minutes were taken. Peter will write up 

minutes from memory, for approval at August meeting.

5c. Approval of minutes for May 5 phone conference: Mark has little recall of the May 5 process and 

doesn't find the notes (taken by Jim H) informative. Minutes were not approved. Mark will contact Jim 

H to get more clarity on his notes and ask him to revise them; if Jim doesn't do so, Marcus will put 



together a concise summary of what was decided.

6. Billy Goals / Agreements: Skipped by (informal) consensus in the interest of saving time.

7. Review of Action Items from previous meeting: Reviewed. Updated Action Items are attached to 

these minutes.

II. Items Requiring Discussion/Decisions

1. Community Meeting 4 July - Highlights: See the first Appendix at the end of these minutes.

2. Financial Status & Attendance: By (informal) consensus, we allowed this topic to take "as much time 

as it needed", which turned out to be nearly 1 1/2 hours. See the second Appendix at the end of these 
minutes. Paul will assemble data on how many people paid at what rate for the July Gathering, and 

prepare a graph or other presentation for the August Board meeting.

3. Membership Fee Concept: A lot of people have suggested this: it might be a way to tap into peoples' 

desire to be of service, and could strengthen people's relationship with the Billys by creating a stronger 
"boundary" for the group. LGBT Centers all have membership systems. A membership fee should 
eliminate the mailing list fee. It might impact the annual fund-raising effort (negatively). A lot of thinking 
is needed to work out details: in particular, we need to be careful not to become a "membership 
organization", which would involve a lot of legal and paper work (but we can avoid this easily by not 
tying "membership" to any kind of voting rights). Also, we need to be clear on what benefits 
"membership" would bring (should there be multiple tiers?). We really want someone outside the Board 
to do the research and prepare a proposal. Paul will ask at an upcoming dinner with local people 

whether anyone is interested in being a leader to generate a proposal. Mark will make phone calls to 

try to locate a leader.

*** BREAK ***

3a. Treasurer position status: We agree the Treasurer needs to be on the Board, and that this needs to be 

in the job description (but no person was identified to make this change -- who "owns" the job 
description?). Discussions with Kevin Burke and David Grossblat are ongoing. David may not be 
available on Sundays because of real estate showings; David also is not interested in doing day-to-day 
data entry or handling money. (The Resource Coordinator handled checks in the past, but the position is 
only paid for 28 hours a week, and having the Treasurer in the loop provides essential oversight.) Paul 
may be willing to do some in-office work, but the Treasurer really needs to come into the office 
periodically; there may be a tie-in with possible future relocation of the office. If we have no Treasurer by 
September 1, Paul will continue to do deposits, but nothing else. Mark will put out word on Billenet that 

we still need a Treasurer, with Paul's phone number. Paul will speak with David Grossblat and report 

in August.

4. Last Day 4 July - Future Contracts with Saratoga Springs: We were unhappy that the Girl Scouts 

were allowed onto the property as early as 9 or 10 AM on Monday even though our contract ran until 2 
PM. Judy (Saratoga Springs office manager) said she told the Girl Scouts multiple times that their access 
time was 4 PM and tried to keep them from arriving earlier. We did not actually have a copy of our final 
contract, because it had been amended to include Sunday night. We will not take further action, but we 
need to be sure that we always have a copy of the final contract.



5. May Day 09 - Men; Halloween 09 - Kin: Skipped because Bill was absent.

6. Pay Pal - Rules for Fees: Concern was expressed that the Web pages are unclear. Steve and Marcus 

will discuss user interface issues to take to Joe (Webmaster).

7. Venue for 15-16 November 2008 Board Retreat: Paul is following up on possible use of Kevin 

Burke's place. Peter's home in Menlo Park is a possible second choice.

8. Venue for New Year's Gathering: We haven't heard back from St. Dorothy's yet, but we have it 

reserved. (No action needed.)

9. Venue for Winter 2009 Vision Retreat: Saratoga Springs agreed to a 25-person minimum (rather than 

35), so that is our choice.

10. Gathering Portfolio Status: Steve has heard from 5 candidates for the portfolio, of whom 4 have 

never coordinated a Gathering and are not clear about what the portfolio entails. The other candidate, 
Ruven Hannah, will handle Halloween but has no commitment beyond that. There is no formal process 
for handing off portfolios, but the Board has a history of approving transitions of major portfolios. The 
basic requirements for this portfolio are knowing people who can be tapped as Gathering coordinators, 
and knowing the content of coordinating a Gathering: Steve favors Ruven because of the latter, while 
encouraging other candidates to be mentored and get coordinating experience. Steve will write some kind 

of job description by the August Board meeting, including minimum qualifications.

11. Richard Locke Scholarship Fund: Skipped because Bill was absent.

12. Office Sub-Lease for Meeting Space: We have a "meeting room for rent" sign in the front window. 

$25-50 rent per meeting was suggested, but it was also suggested that this was not realistic. Renting the 
meeting room is not really a good idea in any case because we have to use it for overflow storage, but we 
will leave the sign up for a couple of months and see what happens. PAN (Pride Alliance Network) is still 
meeting there: we have requested a donation, but they haven't made any.

13. Future Office Use: Skipped because Paul had no information to present.

III. Reports

1. Treasurer's Report and Budget Process: Already handled above.

2. RC Office Report: Marcus will add the Halloween fee to the August agenda. All other items were 

dealt with elsewhere.

3. Gatherings / 4 July Gathering / Labor Day Gathering: Skipped for lack of time.

4. Billy Endowment: Moved to Parking Lot.

5. Billy Web Site: Moved to Parking Lot.

6. Billy Outreach: Moved to Parking Lot.

***********************************************************************

Meeting adjourned at 5:01 pm.
***********************************************************************



Taken by Board Secretary Peter Deutsch.

Documents handed out at the meeting

Profit & Loss Budget vs. Actual, April through July 2008
Billy Club Financial Status Presented June 2008
Board Process letter from Peter Deutsch
Billy Foundation Treasurer Job Description
Resource Coordinator Office Report for July 20, 2008

Attachments to minutes

Action Items
Parking Lot & Portfolios

Appendix: highlights of July 4 Community Circle

(There may be a separate, more extensive report on the Community Circle at some point.)
5 of the 7 Board members were present: Mark, Bill, Peter, Steve, Jim G. Other substantial contributors 
were Richard Evans, Ed Craig, Tom Tyree, and David Carroll, with some participation by Ken Kunert, 
Leor Levin, and others.

The main theme of the Community Circle was our financial challenges:

 Two people suggested strongly that we should pay someone to do fund-raising (or at least create a 
fund-raising plan) and/or outreach (ibid.).

 The big financial issue is how to handle the fixed costs of the organization -- office and Resource 
Coordinator. Several people suggested some form of membership fee.

 One suggestion -- maybe just to "shake people's tree" -- was major downsizing (fewer Gatherings, 
no office or RC).

 We should study successes -- Oren has experience with startups, and the CMG and 15 Association 
have each successfully maintained and built (paying) membership.

 There were a few comments that people might be abusing the scholarship process to "bring a 
trick", that they see Gatherings as a "cheap vacation", or that they have a "getting it free" attitude 
that isn't motivated to pitch in and help.

There was a secondary theme of repeated lack of follow-through a.k.a. personal commitment:

 The Board members said we would make an announcement during the Gathering about wanting 
outreach leadership and about the need for a Gathering portfolio person, but it didn't happen.

 Suggestions were also made about "creative" setting of Gathering fees, and about the need for an 
endowment, but no one stepped up to make a personal commitment to act on them.

 Richard Evans said he had contacted interested people about grant-writing, and Ed Craig said he 
had contacted the Board about outreach and inreach, with no response.

One other point was made several times:

 Personal contact and phone calls, not letters or e-mails, is what gets people engaged.



Appendix: Financial Status & Attendance

Paul facilitated a discussion of two round-robin turns with some summarizing. We found ourselves 
discussing three interlocking topics (plus others related to them): direct financial issues, the size and 
nature of Gatherings, and the philosophy and nature of the Billys as an organization. 

Financial issues

The actual revenues for the year to date are only 2/3 of budgeted ($27K less in Gathering revenues, 225 
nights for May Day vs. 300 budgeted, 500 for July vs. 600 budgeted). However, we have $10K sitting in 
our PayPal account (which we have to withdraw proactively!), and we took in about $5K from the auction 
(vs. $4K budgeted), neither of which were reflected in the tables that Paul handed out. Also, the budget 
used generic values of $42/bed night for the cost and $80 for the fee, even though the corporate $10K 
donation doesn't actually allow us to do this (the $10K will be spread over more than 1,000 bed nights, so 
the reduction per night must be less than $10). In any case, we're in better shape than we thought. Paul 
will redo the tables. Joe (visitor) suggested that our accounting system is not serving our needs well and 
we need to lay out some $$ to get a CPA to redo it (and possibly be in the loop).

Steve would like to see a graph of how many people paid at what rate; Paul will prepare this (for the July 
Gathering only, since it needs manual work) for the August Board meeting.

The root of the financial problem is the combination of a fairly high fixed cost for our infrastructure (the 
office and Resource Coordinator), high (and rising) per-night Gathering costs, and dropping Gathering 
attendance (possibly resulting from the rising fees). We can address this in many ways (some purely 
theoretical!):

 On the cost side, by looking for a less expensive office location, or by not having an office; by 
reducing the number of hours that we have a paid Resource Coordinator, or by not having one at 
all; by seeking less expensive Gathering venues, or negotiating lower rates for our current venues.

 On the revenue side, by renting out the office space when we aren't using it (Steve has ideas about 
this and wants to put time into it); by fund-raising through "creative and authentically Billy" 
special events (e.g., an auction in the Bay Area several times a year), grant writing, or otherwise; 
by a membership fee; by continuing to raise Gathering costs, perhaps together with some more 
creative kinds of discounts.

We want to decouple support for the fixed costs from the Gathering fees -- i.e., finding other, non-
Gathering-dependent income streams -- so that we don't get into a spiral of dropping attendance and 
rising fees. Gathering fees don't actually cover the fixed costs -- we have substantial donations -- so we 
shouldn't talk as though we expect or want them to. (The Boards of many other non-profits spend a lot of 
their energy on fund-raising, but ours doesn't.)

How we look for more revenue, in particular, is affected by our vision of "who we are" / what our story is: 
we need to understand the latter as background for the former.

Who we are

There is an ongoing balance between a "private club" vision (more inward-focused, selective, 
membership-like) and a "non-profit" vision (more outward-focused, public). Our culture right now is 
somewhat "non-inviting": the Web site is mostly inward-focused, and we've heard comments that even 
potlucks feel that way.



Looking outside for revenue sources will tend to pull us in the "non-profit" direction: we can't get grant 
money as a "private club", and our story about ourselves has to be consistent.

Our relationship to the northern counties (our original base) has become less clear. We have heard a 
comment that we are "antagonistic" or at least not paying much attention to them, which is not where we 
want to be. Kevin Burke is very interested in revitalizing that connection, Steve also wants to help with 
this, and Mark also expressed a desire to have a better connection.

There is also a balance between being geographically inclusive, and being oriented towards our local 
communities and our lives between Gatherings. A larger and more institutionalized organization is more 
alienated from its membership.

Gathering attendance

In 1999-2000, Gatherings were over-subscribed (needed a lottery), and there was a lot of concern about 
publicizing the Billys because of fears about loss of focus or identity (a "private club" concern). Today's 
smaller Gatherings work well from the "private club" perspective, but not from the "non-profit" 
perspective.

Raising Gathering attendance is on our minds, both because of money and because we want to be 
reaching out more. (120 people, which was the peak at the 2008 July Gathering, is a very comfortable 
number for Saratoga, but Saratoga could handle a lot more if people camp.) But we have mixed feelings 
about inviting "total strangers" to Gatherings. And many people prefer small Gatherings: north county 
people, in particular, feel that at large Gatherings they may be "inundated" by people from outside their 
communities.

There are people who come to Gatherings regularly, but only once a year, as opposed to during the peak 
of the AIDS epidemic when people came because it was the last time they might see someone.

At this point, a number of us feel that we need to be doing more outreach, but there is currently no one 
who can present a vision and plan and make a personal commitment to lead it.

Another possible approach is to have fewer large Gatherings, plus some smaller ones that would be 
locally organized (i.e., not require the current high level of Resource Coordinator involvement) and 
locally targeted.

Conclusions

All three topics are vital (both financially and otherwise) and we want to keep them on the agenda: we 
should commit to spending some time on them at each Board meeting, maybe as much as an hour, even if 
it requires pushing back some other agenda items. Also, exploring the "private club" vs. "non-profit" 
balance, or in any case just one or two of the issues explored here, would be (a) great topic(s) for a 
focused Board retreat that would include a commitment to actual action coming out of it, possibly 
including material for a Vision Retreat.

We have some anxiety about the future of this discussion, because of the recent history of long 
discussions with scanty conclusions and poor follow-up / personal commitment; we also have anxiety 
about what happens to other issues that might get displaced from the agenda, and about the process of 
moving projects into committees and back out.
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